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Tagged Deep Inelastic Scattering (TDIS)

• Semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering technique
- but not to access the current regime
• “Tagging” facilitates effective targets not readily found in
nature
• Tagged DIS provides novel probe of partonic structure of
these effective targets

• Two examples:
- Neutron
- Pion
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Tagged Deep Inelastic Scattering:
Basic Experimental Approach
incoming electron

detect scattered electron

DIS event – reconstruct missing
mass W, and also MX, of
undetected recoiling hadronic
system(s)

incoming target
A or N

N’
Describe with standard DIS variables xBj, Q2, W2, plus:
detect outgoing target
Mx = mass of system X
nucleon
3
t = four-momentum transfer squared at the nucleon vertex

Example 1: TDIS to access nucleon valence structure
”BONUS” Experiment at Jefferson Lab – use fixed target tagging to
create an effective free neutron target

Measure DIS electron in
coincidence with proton tag

n
p
Deuteron Target

p

• “Hard” scattering inelastic event (high
Q, W)
• Proton remains intact
• Low momentum proton = nucleons
barely off shell
 Neutron target!

The BONUS approach:
use low mass radial TPC detector / target in
magnetic field to TAG “spectator” proton at
(very) low momenta (~65 MeV/c) and large
angles (> 90o in lab)
….difficult but doable
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F2n not well known at large x:
- Conflicting fundamental theory pictures
- Data inconclusive due to uncertainties in deuterium nuclear corrections
Review Articles:

SU(6) symmetry
pQCD
DSE:
0+ & 1+ qq

N. Isgur, PRD 59 (1999),
S Brodsky et al NP B441 (1995),
W. Melnitchouk and A. Thomas PL B377
(1996) 11,
R.J. Holt and C. D. Roberts, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 82, 2991 (2010)
I. Cloet et al, Few Body Syst. 46 (2009) 1.

0+ qq only

Translates directly to
uncertainty on d/u, d(x),
and indirectly to g(x),…
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BONUS effective neutron target via TDIS achieved!
Phys.Rev. C92 (2015) no.1, 015211
Phys.Rev. C91 (2015) no.5, 055206
Phys. Rev. C89 (2014) 045206 – editor’s suggestion
Phys. Rev. Lett. 108 (2012) 199902
Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A592 (2008) 273-286
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• Not quite high enough
x, Q2
• Nonetheless still
powerful as input for
global PDF fits…

Global PDF fits including the nonperturbative regime
Accardi, Melnitchouk, Owens, Sato, CK, friends…
See www.jlab.org/theory/cj/
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• BONUS data well fit by CJ
• Effect of adding BONUS (also
W, l asymmetries from D0)
• Substantial reduction in d/u
uncertainty at large x!
www.jlab.org/theory/cj/index.html
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EMC effect in deuterium – correction for nPDFs

F2D/(F2n + F2p) with F2n from BONUS

“In this context [deuteron
nuclear corrections] the
recent direct
measurement of the ratio
F2D/F2N from the BONuS
experiment essentially
constrains the overall
normalization of the
nuclear corrections in our
10
fits.”

Approved for Jefferson Lab 12 GeV
E12-06-113
“BONUS12”
High Impact

• Data taking of 35 days on D2
and 5 days on H2 with L = 2 ·
10 34 cm-2 sec-1 planning for
2018
• BoNuS detector DAQ and
trigger upgrade
• DIS region with
– Q 2 > 1 GeV 2/c
– ps < 100 MeV/c
– pq > 110°
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• Largest value for W *> 1.8
GeV gives max. x* = 0.83

CLAS12
Central
Detector

Tagged Neutron Structure at the Electron Ion Collider
The technique is better suited to colliders: no target material absorbing lowmomentum nucleons!
The EIC designs provide
electron–nucleon squared
center–of–mass energies in the
range 20 − 140 GeV2 at
luminosities up to 1034 cm−2 s−1

e–
Low Q2
e-tagger

2 Tm out
Central
Solenoid
20 Tm in

• Full acceptance for spectators from
(longitudinally and transversely polarized)
light ion beams
•

Neutron detection in a 25 mrad cone around 0°

•

Secondary high dispersive ion focus ~40 m downstream of IP

e p

n

Tagged Neutron Structure at the Electron Ion Collider
See Spectator Tagging Project at https://www.jlab.org/theory/tag/

e + D → e′ + p + X a la BONUS
αR ≡ 2(ER + pzR)/(ED + pzD)
residue = free neutron

TDIS measurements require coverage for
[protons] with:
• low momenta (pT/pbeam ∼ 0.8 − 1.2)
• good momentum resolution (∆pT ~ 20
MeV)
• small intrinsic momentum spread in
the ion beam for accurate
reconstruction
(JL)EIC being designed with this physics
in mind
– neutron structure functions up to Q2 =
40 GeV2
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Example 2: TDIS to access pion structure function DESY 08-176 JHEP06 (2009) 74
TDIS at HERA – neutron tag

xL = Ep/Epbeam

• The leading neutron results
are different from the proton.
• No elastic (diffractive) peak
present.
• Pion ~(1-xL)
• The leading neutron rate is
roughly a factor of two lower
than the leading proton rate
for xL<1.
• Proton isoscalar events
include diffractive Pomeron
• Neutron events isovector
only

• Pion scattering is

n

Sullivan Process

the dominant
mechanism.
• Can extract pion
structure function
DESY 09-185 Eur. Phys. J. C68 (2010) 381
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•

Pion Structure Function Measurements
Knowledge of the pion structure function is very limited:
- HERA TDIS data at low x
- Pionic Drell-Yan from nucleons in nuclei

x_pi
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Abundant Evidence for Some Mesonic Content of the Nucleon

Neutron
Charge
Density
Pasquini and
Boffi, Phys.
Rev. D 76,
074011 (2007)
Kelly, Phys. Rev.
C 66, 065203
(2002)

• Partially conserved axial current, chiral quark
models, vector meson dominance models substantial, successful theory development
• Scant experimental data – do not know
magnitude of mesonic content of the nucleon
• How does mesonic content affect structure
functions, parton distributions, p-p scattering?
• Many questions, for instance is the pion valence
distribution the origin of the proton d(bar) –
u(bar) flavor asymmetry?
• The pion is the simplest hadron, quarkantiquark bound state
• Dual role as QCD’s Goldstone boson associated
with dynamic chiral symmetry breaking

BONUS Detector Provides Basis for Potential HERA-type Experiments at JLab
Sullivan Process scattering from neutron-pion fluctuation
detect scattered electron –
large acceptance a plus
Incoming electron – Signal is
orders of magnitude smaller than
inclusive DIS – need high
luminosity

DIS event – reconstruct x, Q2, W2,
also MX of undetected recoiling
hadronic system

want charged pion target (undetected)
need fluctuating nucleon to
be a neutron…….

…..for detected nucleon to be a
proton

p
neutron in
deuteron target

Detected protons need to
be low momentum
- Tag target hadron
- Extrapolate to pole
- Barely off-shell neutron

p detected spectator proton tags
neutron target (BONUS
experiment technique)

detecting two protons with common vertex in
coincidence tags “pion” target!
Note: only need one p for hydrogen target
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Need range of low momentum
protons

GeV/c

Extrapolation
to the pole

pp

~100
MeV/c

The ratio of off-shell to on-shell
pion electromagnetic form
factor
Si-Xue Qin, Chen Chen, Cedric
Mezrag, Craig D. Roberts (2017)
arXiv:1702.06100

Within ~10% at proposed
kinematics, better at lowest t
values
Once again, a difficult low p
proton tag experiment
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JLab Hall A TDIS Experiment (conditional approval)
e- beam

Superconducting solenoid

proton tag detection in
BONUS-type RTPC at pivot

Scattered electron detection in Super
Bigbite Spectrometer (SBS) – base
equipment construction complete

Hall A with Super Bigbite:
High luminosity,
50 mAmp, L = 3 x 1036/cm2 s
Large acceptance
Super Bigbite ~70 msr, hadron spectrometer
Need to…
Add BONUS-type RTPC, requires solenoidal field
Modify SBS for electron detection
19

Projected TDIS Kinematics – optimized for meson cloud
High W2
- High Mx2
- DIS!

All data obtained
simultaneously at one
E = 11 GeV setting,
only a target change
– will run hydrogen
and deuterium
(neutron)

Low t, high (1-z)

x range ~ 0.1
1 < Q2 < 2 GeV2
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Projected Results – Pion Structure Function from TDIS at JLab
- Large x structure of the pion is of
particular recent interest, verify
resummed Drell-Yan results
- Q2 range will check evolution
- Large x, low Q also complementary
to HERA low x, high Q via evolution

xpuv(x)

0.5
E615 pN Drell-Yan
Projection
GRV-P parametrization
Dyson-Schwinger Eq.
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J. R. McKenney, et al., Phys. Rev. D93
(2016), 054011
T. J. Hobbs et al, Few Body Syst. 56
(2015) no.6-9

Low t extrapolation to the pion pole
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Pion Structure Function at the EIC
Good Acceptance for TDIS-type Forward Physics!
Low momentum nucleons easier to measure!

Huge gain in acceptance for forward tagging….
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Simulations
from Kijun Park
Plug event into GEMC: 5x100 GeV2, e/p beams

Plug event into GEMC: 5x100 GeV2, e/p beams

Tagged events weighted by cross-section
Monte Carlo events weighted
by DIS e-p cross section
Monte Carlo events weighted
by tagged DIS e-p cross section
~3 orders of magnitude
smaller - luminosity critical

Q2
xBj
J. R. McKenney, et al., Phys. Rev. D93
(2016), 054011
T. J. Hobbs et al, Few Body Syst. 56
(2015) no.6-9

Q2
4/6/2017

xBj
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Meson “target” tagging at the EIC is a
work in progress
Upcoming workshop at Argonne National
Lab
See:
http://www.phy.anl.gov/theory/pieic2017/index.html

Deep Inelastic Scattering 2017
Birmingham, UK
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Summary
• TDIS provides unique access to effective
neutron, pion, kaon.. targets
- Nucleons and mesons are the basic
building blocks of matter.
- Critical, fundamental hadron structure
measurements!
• TDIS can directly probe the meson cloud
of the nucleon
- Direct measurement of nucleon-meson
fluctuation component of DIS
• Very few experiments to date
- Neutron and pion (maybe kaon) at
JLab12
- EIC will open up a new era

Deep Inelastic Scattering 2017
Birmingham, UK
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Thank You!!!
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Backups
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Structure Function Measurements
Proton –
• Well understood
• F2p measured over 5 orders of magnitude in
x, Q2
• F2p measured by dozens of experiments at
numerous laboratories and for decades
• FL measurements also exist
• Well described by DGLAP, global pdf fits
Neutron –
• One experiment
• Limited kinematics (low Q, high x)
• No FL data
• Deuteron Available
Pion –
• Two experiments
• Limited kinematics (low x, moderate x,
scant Q2 reach at same x)
• No FL data
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Spectator Proton
Tagging
• Low momentum spectator
must escape target
– Thin deuterium target
– Low density detector media
– Minimal insensitive material

• Large acceptance
– Backward angles important
– Symmetric about the target

• Detector sensitive to
spectators, insensitive to
background
– Use solenoidal field to contain
Moller electrons

• GEM-based radial TPC

Spectator Tagging - results
W = M + 2Mn
2

2

2 Inclusive data
-Q

E = 4.223 GeV

e
n
p

<Q2> = 1.19 (GeV/c)2

Q2

Q2
x=
»
m
2 p n qm 2Mn (2 - a S )
*

Tagged data
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Angular
dependence

93 MeV/c

78 MeV/c

Q2 = 1.66 GeV2
W* = 1.73 GeV
• No significant

cospq

cospq

110 MeV/c

135 MeV/c

cospq

deviations from PWIA
(ps< 100 MeV/c), first 2
panels
• Possible θ dependence
at higher momenta

How to estimate rates?
•

Use Sullivan process and pion cloud model

F2(pN) = contribution to inclusive F2
from scattering oﬀ of the virtual pion,
use for estimate
FpN(z) = light-cone momentum
distribution of pions in the nucleon

Pion expected to be dominant – also estimated r, D
Form factor GπN constrained
by comparing the meson
cloud contributions with data
on inclusive pp → nX
scattering
Light-cone momentum distributions, fπ(ρ)N and fπ(ρ)∆, as a function of the
meson light-cone momentum fraction

F2pN

Convolute the light-cone
distributions with the
structure function of the
meson (from GRV)

Important to note – kinematic limits:
• z ~< |k|/M, where k is p 3-momentum = -p’
• 60 < k < 400 MeV/c corresponds to z < ~0.2
• Also, x < z!
• Low x, high W at 11 GeV means Q2 ~2 GeV2

T. J. Hobbs et al, Few Body Syst. 56 (2015) no.6-9
H. Holtmann, A. Szczurek and J. Speth, Nucl. Phys. A 596, 631 (1996)
W. Melnitchouk and A. W. Thomas, Z. Phys. A 353, 311 (1995)

• Luminosity of 3 x 1036 Hz/cm2

TDIS RTPC

Higher current means Al target straw

• Need to preserve low p tagging
40 cm long target cell (1 atm H2 at 77 K)

• Larger bore, higher field

Increased drift region
Improved momentum resolution
Momentum up to 400 MeV/c

• Coordinate resolution of 1 mm
1 mm x 21 mm in each U&V
Angular resolution of 0.2 degrees
24,000 readout pads

• Sensitive volume
He-CH4 (10%) – 0.15 atm & 77K
Inner radius (track) of 5 cm
Outer radius (track) of 15 cm

U

• Benefit from decade of active GEM develop
instance:

V
V

5 cm radius of inner electrical wire grid
10 cm radius of middle electrical wire grid
15 cm radius of GEM foil
15.6 cm radius of U&V readout strips

Das et al, Gas-gain study of standard CERN GEM and thick GEM in low-pressure He/CO2 mixed gas
NIM A 625 (2011) 39
Buzulutskov A. etal, GEM operation in helium and neon at low temperatures
NIM A548 (2005) 487
"Advances in Cryogenic Avalanche Detectors” (review), JINST 7:C02025,2012
Adamova et al, The CERES/NA45 radial drift Time Projection Chamber, 0.34/0.64 mm resolution
NIM A 593 (2008) 203
Lener et al, Performance of a GEM-based Time Projection Chamber prototype for the AMADEUS
experiment, 0.25 mm resolution
arXiv:1302.3054
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Radial TPC in Field for Monte Carlo Simulations
target located
20 cm off center allowing
15 deg. opening full length

field along the
solenoid axis

e- beam
target
200

150

50

0

100

(mm)

A: Electron Energy deposit

protons in RTPC

Monte Carlo simulates electromagnetic
interactions
Moller scattering, secondaries ~10 MHz
photoproduction ~20 MHz

Includes deuteron photodisintegration
~20 MHz

200

150

50

0

100

(mm)

B: Proton Energy Deposit

Elastic scattering by far largest

X (mm)

direct calculation 170 MHz

5 MHz/cm2 s - OK for GEMs
Moller containment
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Developing the F2p case

hydrogen target, worst theoretical backgrounds
1-z = light-cone
momentum
fraction of hadron (proton
tag)
In the target
fragmentation
region

pion
contribution

Pomeron
contribution

1Calculation from B. Kopeliovich
at JLab TDIS kinematics
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Example 2: TDIS to access pion structure function
TDIS at HERA – proton tag
• Tag leading baryon production ep → eXN

Detect forward
proton

Diffractive
Scattering:
Large rapidity gap
xL = Ep/Epbeam ~ 1

Proton tagged data is well
described by Regge theory
inspired fits.
Gluons >> quarks in Pomeron?

The Pomeron diverges as 1/(1-xL), the f-Reggeon is flat.
DESY 10-095 Eur.Phys.J. C71 (2011) 1578
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F2p(x)

Projected Results I: proton (neutron similar)
F2pp/F2p is tagged/untagged ratio
~ meson content of the nucleon
F2p(x) is well-known inclusive DIS
F2(pp)(x) is total pion contribution to
structure function
Colored lines are pion contribution for
different bins in pproton

F2pp/F2p

Data for 200 < pproton <250 MeV/c are
representative to show uncertainty
- will have multiple momentum bins
Full data set shown here
- all momentum bins in MeV/c
Error bars largest at highest x points – less
statistics
- at fixed x, these are the lowest t
values
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F2n(x)

Projected Results II
- neutron
F2n(x) is inclusive DIS – tagged by additional low
momentum, backward angle p a la BONUS
F2(pN)(x) is total pion contribution to structure
function

F2pp/F2p

Colored, dashed lines are expected total Delta and
rho contribution for 250 < pproton < 400 MeV/c.
- small!
Data for pion contribution are representative to
show uncertainty
Full data set shown here
- all momentum bins in MeV/c
Do not show lowest momentum <x> = 0.075 data
- run lower luminosity due to larger
background
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• Projected Results – Kaon Structure Function from TDIS at Jlab
- Not approved yet – would possibly get “for free”
- This is just a first preliminary look, en -> (eKL) -> epp- Very difficult
- Still simulating (K. Park), expect at least double the uncertainty
xpuv(x)

0.5
E615 pN Drell-Yan
Projection
GRV-P parametrization
Dyson-Schwinger Eq.
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At high x, the shapes of valence u quark
distributions in pion, kaon and
proton are different, and so are their asymptotic
x1 limits
• Some of this is due to the comparison of a
two- versus three-quark system, and a meson
with a heavier s quark
• However, effects of gluons come in as well
(again, see Craig’s talk)
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Physics diagrams

Splitting function for nucleon

J. R. McKenney, et al., Phys. Rev. D93 (2016), 054011

kaon

pion

Q2

Q2

xpi

xpi

